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Resource Information

URL: http://www.fimre.org/

Proper Citation: Federation of International Mouse Resources (RRID:SCR_006137)

Description: THIS RESOURCE IS NO LONGER IN SERVICE. Documented on July 7, 2022. Federation of International Mouse Resources (FIMRe) is a collaborating group of Mouse Repository and Resource Centers worldwide whose collective goal is to archive and provide strains of mice as cryopreserved embryos and gametes, ES cell lines, and live breeding stock to the research community. Goals of the Federation of International Mouse Resources: * Coordinate repositories and resource centers to: ** archive valuable genetically defined mice and ES cell lines being created worldwide ** meet research demand for these genetically defined mice and ES cell lines * Establish consistent, highest quality animal health standards in all resource centers * Provide genetic verification and quality control for genetic background and mutations * Provide resource training to enhance user ability to utilize cryopreserved resources

Abbreviations: FIMRe

Synonyms: Federation of International Mouse Resources (FIMRe)

Resource Type: portal, community building portal, data or information resource, topical portal

Defining Citation: PMID:16688526
**Keywords:** embryo, gamete, embryonic stem cell, embryonic stem cell line, live breeding stock, live mouse, resource center, international network, mouse model, human disease, gene, genome, biomaterial supply resource, cell repository, organism supplier, biospecimen repository, mutation, cryopreserved

**Availability:** THIS RESOURCE IS NO LONGER IN SERVICE.

**Resource Name:** Federation of International Mouse Resources

**Resource ID:** SCR_006137

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_151627

---

**Ratings and Alerts**

No rating or validation information has been found for Federation of International Mouse Resources.

No alerts have been found for Federation of International Mouse Resources.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry

---

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We found 4 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at RRID.


